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Highlight SlightLift: The clever top cabinet system

Intelligent, unconventional, product line independent – the new Häcker Kitchens products
September 2017. This autumn, Häcker Kitchens will once
again break barriers: The Rödinghausen showroom interprets kitchens, living and meeting rooms in a completely
new way; not only with an innovative space concept but also
with some dazzling new products on display. The company's unique innovation SlightLift adds comfort and a designer touch to any home, along with some unusual glass
solutions and individual lighting design ideas for both product ranges, classic/classicART and systemat/systematART.
"A perfect match" would be the best way to describe the innovations Häcker Kitchens will be launching this autumn, which is in
fact also the motto used by the Rödinghausen-based kitchen
manufacturer when it comes to the even more flexible solutions
the company will be presenting to its customers at its in-house
show from 16 to 22 September 2017. Independent of equipment
and design, the most exciting new Häcker Kitchens products are
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a perfect match for any kitchen. They upgrade the overall design
visually and also with clever technology.
SlightLift: slide – lift – lights on
SlightLift, a new system that is a top cabinet as well as a shelf, is
available only from Häcker Kitchens. SlightLift is impressively
easy to use and also impressively cleverly lit. First of all, the cabinet is opened by pushing the lower front vertically behind the
upper front. In this half-open state, the LED strip on the underside
of the upper front lights up the cabinet perfectly, thereby ensuring
that the cabinet contents are decoratively displayed. In a second
step, both front parts can be moved upwards to reach a further
compartment. The moment this movement is performed, the light
automatically changes: The strip on the underside of the front is
turned off and the interior lighting comes on. The kitchen users
benefit from the fact that they are not blinded by the light and can
see all of the contents of the shelving system on display, perfectly
lit.
To ensure that the comfort offered by SlightLift can also be
integrated visually into any kitchen, the system is available in 16
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glass finishes that can be combined with a number of unit colours
and three different heights.
Intelligent lighting thought one step further
Ensuring that cabinets and worktops are properly lit is one of the
aspects that are most important to people when they intend to
buy a new kitchen. With these top cabinets, whose entire undersides are in fact lights, Häcker Kitchens responds perfectly to this
demand. The cabinet underside light casts an even light on the
worktop below and also lights up the cabinet interior. Those who
feel that this light source is inadequate for their needs can combine it with an additional LED strip that is integrated in a J-pull
handle. Two different versions of this strip lighting make it possible to choose the lighting situation that best suits the respective
individual requirements: If the cabinet contents and the worktop
are to be lit evenly, it is better to fit the handle light version that
allows the light to be emitted either side. Those who prefer their
light to be worktop-focused should choose the handle light version where the light is emitted on one side. The LED J-pull handle
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lights can also be used separately, and all systems are also
equipped with a customised colour temperature change feature.
Making use of wasted space, creating new space
At its in-house show in Rödinghausen, the kitchen furniture manufacturer will not only focus on lighting but also on intelligent solutions for often unused corners. One example of this is the automated corner solution Quanto. Small kitchen appliances or
utensils can be placed on small electricity-powered tables that
automatically lift up when they are in use, thereby ensuring that
the valuable space underneath can be utilised in a comfortable
way. The intelligent, fully adjustable solution is available with two
or three tables and equipped with an anti-jamming device and
LED lighting. Each individual table has a high load capacity and
it extremely stable.
Häcker Kitchens not only uses fitted kitchen interiors efficiently
but also has some practical and beautifully designed new wall
space utilisation ideas to offer this autumn. The shelving system
One provides additional storage space in kitchens, dining rooms
and living rooms. Inspired by the industrial style look of the new
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Häcker Kitchens unit fronts, this designer shelving is available in
black and stainless steel. The two new metal-framed door designs, which are suitable for top cabinets as well as floor standing
units, are also available in these colours. The visual highlight is
the glass inside these doors; the black version comes with blacktinted glass with a diamond pattern and the stainless steel version with high quality Mastersoft glass. Like the other outstanding
new products now on display in the showroom, both versions will
be available for all product lines in the classic/classicART and
systemat/systematART ranges from the autumn of 2017 onwards.
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About Häcker Kitchens
Based in East Westphalia – the heart of the German kitchen furniture industry
– the owner-run family company Häcker Kitchens has been producing modern
fitted kitchens at its site in Rödinghausen since 1965. In 2016, more than
1,450 employees generated turnover of 512 million euros, with exports currently accounting for approx. 40 percent of sales. The company’s development
is characterised by continuous growth and forward-looking investments. It currently supplies more than 60 countries across all continents with kitchens
“Made in Germany”. Two product lines aimed at different market segments
are available to the specialised trade: classic and classicArt in the entry-level
segment and systemat and systematART in the mid and upper price categories. A wide range of built-in appliances from the Blaupunkt brand, to which
Häcker Kitchens holds the sole rights, puts the finishing touches to the product
offering.
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Shortcut
At the Häcker Kitchens in-house show, which runs from 16 to 22 September
2017, the kitchen manufacturer will present even more flexible solutions to its
customers: Independent of price range, equipment and design, the most exciting new Häcker Kitchens products SlightLift, Quanto and shelfing system
One are always a perfect match. They upgrade the overall design of the
kitchen visually and also with clever technology.
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